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Sinkhole surfaces in student parking lot
Drury Plaza may also have problems

Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
new sinkhole surfaced on the south
side of the student parking lot this
week, bringing with it other potentially
serious structural problems that include a
widening crack spanning over 100 feet in
the parking lot and the sinking and rising
of different sections of the concrete Drury
Plaza area.
Groundskeeper Emmett Prince discovered the hole while doing routine rounds
and immediately reported it to Director of
Facilities Joe Rankin. The hole in the asphalt
is only about two feet square, but the washed
out ground beneath forms a hole 12 feet deep
and 14 feet long by 12 feet wide.
Considering the relatively small size
of the hole, it might seem unnecessary that
a strip of parking stretching from the hole
to the Drury Plaza over 100 feet away is

closed. However, because of the campus’
background of sinkhole problems, a widening crack across the parking lot is probably
indicative of larger problems in the area.
“There is continued movement in the
pavement, which is actually very disturbing
for us,” said Rankin.
Concrete pavement in the Drury Plaza
has sunk substantially, separating itself
from its seal with the restroom structure and

Luke Chellis
Core Staff
ike most schools and institutions, locally and nationally, St. Louis U. High
is starting the process of addressing the
possibility and prevention of swine flu on
campus. However, its steps remain basic
and incremental.
“We’re just in the beginning stage of
talking about (swine flu) right now, but it’s
definitely something that’s at the top of our
priority list,” said Assistant Principal for
Student Life Brock Kesterson.
	According to the Center for Disease
Control’s website, swine flu, medically
known as the H1N1 virus, probably spreads
like seasonal influenza with coughing and

sneezing, and, also like the seasonal flu, most
who have contracted the virus have recovered
naturally without medical treatment. Though
most swine flu illnesses have been mild in
nature, some instances have been severe and
even fatal.
A defining difference of this particular
strand is that it has “caused greater disease
burden in people younger than 25 years of
age than older people,” according to the CDC
website.
Though no cases of swine flu have been
confirmed, according to school nurse Scott
Gilbert one or more parents have kept their
child home from SLUH because they believe
their child has swine flu.
	SLUH is taking primarily preventative
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Director of Facilities Joe Rankin examines the parking
lot’s new sinkhole. The hole is 12 feet deep.

compromising part of the plaza’s water flow
system, leaving pools of water after rain.
Sinkhole problems have plagued the
Backer Memorial campus several times
in the last five years. Britt Taulber, ‘90, an
estimator for Byrne and Jones Construction,
said that during the construction of Sheridan
Stadium’s right field, a sinkhole the size of
the restroom structure in the Drury Plaza
opened up. Since 2004, nine other sinkholes
have been found, most of them minor and
all surrounding the baseball field area. Most
notably, one sinkhole destroyed a section of
the track and soccer field in May 2007 (see
Volume 71, Issue 30).
The most likely ideas regarding why
Backer Memorial has been a hot spot for
sinkhole include problems with the River Des
Peres conduit, a 58-foot wide, 29-foot tall
double tunnel constructed in 1924 that runs

see WATCH YOUR STEP, 12

School starts to address H1N1 prevention

L

efforts to combat this virus. On Monday,
Gilbert sent an e-mail blast over the school’s
new Zimbra e-mail system to remind all students, faculty, and staff of important health
measures. In the message, Gilbert explained
standard healthy practices, such as ample
rest, exercise, and adequate nutrition, as
well as sanitary habits, such as frequent hand
washing and proper sneezing and coughing
procedure (cover mouth with tissue, upper
arm, or sleeve; dispose of tissue in waste
basket; wash; and avoid touching eyes, nose,
or mouth).
“It’s basic stuff,” said Gilbert. Most
importantly, said Gilbert, “if you may have
flulike symptoms, you need to stay home.”

see PORK FEVER, 13
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All or nothing: Half days
scratched from schedule
Nick Fandos
Features Editor
ith the 2009-’10 school year underway, students should notice slight
schedule deviations from previous years’
calendars, namely the removal of a number of half days. The change is due largely
to the restructuring of faculty in-service
days, which will switch from the regular
half-day to full-day events.
	Because the half days were removed
from the schedule during the planning process for the 2009-’10 calendar last year, most
of the changes throughout the year will not
be obvious.
	A few notable changes include no classes
on Wednesday, Nov. 25, formerly a half-day
before Thanksgiving break, and the addition
of classes on Tuesday, Dec. 8, the feast of the
Immaculate Conception of Mary, formerly
an off day. Half days before exams, as well
as those coinciding with the freshmen retreat
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and Junior Ring ceremony, will remain on
the calendar unaffected.
	Principal John Moran explained that
the changes are a consequence of faculty
in-service changes. In-service days are multipurpose faculty workshops, ranging from
faculty retreats to speakers working to educate on a specific issue.
	Moran explained that in the past, inservice days on half days have not given
sufficient attention or time to the scheduled
topics.
“We don’t want to invite someone in for
only an hour on a half day,” said Moran, citing
such occurrences as unfair to the speaker.
	Moran also explained that even though
half days have shortened classes, the faculty
still has roughly the same workload, often
depleting the group’s energy before an inservice workshop.
He explained that finding time in the
calendar to devote solely to in-service would

see (1/2)^(0/2), 12

Curious Incident considered
summer reading success
Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
or as long as any current students have
attended St. Louis U. High, summer
has brought a school-wide summer reading book. From journals to tests to discussion groups, students have seen many different combinations of follow-up methods,
along with widespread griping following
each book. However, with this summer’s
school-wide read of The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-time by Mark Haddon, the system seemed to finally click
into general student and faculty satisfaction with the program’s format, although a
few complaints were still voiced.
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-time chronicles an autistic child’s
struggles to relate to the world and his family
from his perspective.
	Math teacher Frank Corley, who headed
the committee of math and computer science
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teachers that selected the book, said, “It’s got
a little bit of a coming of age story; it’s kind
of a journey story. It has a narrator with a
totally different point of view on the world
than we would have, so there’s kind of a
diversity element to it. And, oh, by the way,
it’s got some great math in it.”
Corley said that finding a math-related
book posed a challenge to the committee,
since none of the teachers involved wanted
to have students read a math textbook. They
considered a biography of a mathematician
or a story of the writing of a theorem, then
decided to consider a few pieces of literature
not based on math.
“We tossed around ideas of just great
books that every kid should read,” said
Corley. Neither the pure math extreme nor
the pure literature extreme generated much
enthusiasm. Corley said that when he found
The Curious Incident, he knew it would

see FIVE RED CARS, 13

Paper cut for
buzz books,
calendars

Conor Gearin
Core Staff
wo and a half million sheets of paper would, if laid end to end, paper
a walkway to the International Space Station and back (if you stood on top of Mt.
Everest). And that was the amount of paper purchased by St. Louis U. High last
year, at a cost of around $14,000. That
translates to approximately 2000 pieces
of assorted colored and white paper for
each SLUH student or faculty member.
This very publication accounted for about
twelve percent of the total amount, printing well over a quarter of a million pages
last school year. This year, Principal John
Moran said, the administration is looking
into ways to save paper.
“We’re at an age here where technology allows us to store data in a much more
environmentally friendly way than we used
to, so we’re trying to take advantage of that,”
said Moran. “There’s a financial savings
there as well, trying to be as cost effective
as possible.”
	The changes that will have the biggest
effect on the SLUH community are the digitization of the events calendar and buzz book.
The problem with handing out the calendar
as a hard copy or printing it in the Parent/
Student Handbook, Moran said, was that the
events schedule was drawn up during the
previous school year around April, finalized
in May, and sent to the printers in late May
or early June—long before the school year
started.
While dates like exams and Christmas
break will not likely be changed—and these
were sent out during the summer, as well
as printed in the handbook—groups often
have to reschedule meetings and conferences during the year, leading to calendar
inaccuracies.
	Explained Moran, “The great thing about
a digital calendar is that month to month, we
can make some of those changes, and as long
as people are in the habit of checking the
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Zimbra a step in the right direction

	The Zimbra e-mail system marks St. Louis U. High’s newest
step toward a goal that Dr. Moran and the administration proposed
to the faculty at the beginning of the year—that SLUH move toward
the cutting edge of educational technology to prepare students for the
high technology they will be exposed to in modern college life.
If ignored, the new system could end up like the scrolling announcements or the old student e-mail system—failed attempts at
connecting the student body. Zimbra provides a realistic, efficient
way to communicate among students and faculty, and includes many
useful new tools, including:

A simple e-mail service for teachers, other students, clubs,
and administrators to contact students with information. The
Activities Fair brought an early application of this as lists of
names of interested students that have been simply forgotten in
the past turned into e-mail lists for sending out meeting dates
and times.
Teacher e-mail addresses have been standardized under Zimbra
as the teacher’s first initial and last name before the domain @
sluh.org, making the job of contacting teachers much simpler.
Zimbra also goes a long way in eliminating the sending errors
that deterred students from the old system.
Subscribing to the shared calendars on Zimbra provides an easy
way to view up-to-the-minute schedules, find out about school

events, and check in on Jr. Bill sports.

The student buzz book is also available in a PDF file under Zimbra’s “Briefcase” tab. Once you download the buzz book, you
can easily use bookmarks to jump from section to section or use
the Find function to search for specific names and numbers.
	Admittedly the new system requires a learning curve, as any
would. There will be flaws and kinks that will need to be worked out
as students and faculty become more familiar with the system, and
communication about its functions could certainly be improved.
	The institution of an e-mail system that requires students and
faculty to check their Zimbra accounts every day, if not more often
than that, does raise some questions: How can SLUH remain committed to being a school without student laptops but require that users
check their accounts, especially if some users do not have Internet
access at home? Such conflicts are legitimate and, unfortunately, do
not have easy answers. However, we firmly believe that the effort to
continue without requiring student laptops, while not conducive to
Zimbra, is a good decision that enhances the educational experience
at SLUH.
These conflicts should not be reason to dismiss Zimbra as unsatisfactory and unworthy of our effort. Rather, we must acknowledge that, while not a perfect solution, Zimbra is a step in the right
direction.

Letter to the Editors

Cummings, S.J., narrates journey, return

To the editors:

“From the mountains, to the praries,
to the oceans, white with foam…”

couples, whose marriages I had blessed over a span of ten years, so
my one luxury was to alternate delightful evenings with them.
When a sabbatical is sponsored by SLUH, the expectation is
that the teacher will return the following year. However when it’s
province-sponsored, then a Jesuit is expected to be assigned to a
new apostolate at the end of the sabbatical. When I left in July ’08,
it was an exciting journey into an unknown future. Everything I
“owned” I packed into my trusty and crusty eight-year old Saturn,
but I found it very difficult at 70 years old to leave my beloved
SLUH and to respond to a new mission in a different place.
I have always found that we worship “A God of Surprise,”
and that playful God played around with my future. The invitations
from several Jesuit Universities to continue in campus ministry
work appealed to me, and I presumed that that would be my next
assignment. However, because of the dramatic economic downturn,
these schools had a hiring freeze on new teachers, even Jesuits. At
this point the provincial and SLUH president asked me if I would
consider a whole new “Ministry of Presence” among the students
but also directed to our adult community of alumni, parents and
teachers. Since I had been at SLUH for four previous stages of

	These descriptive lines from “God Bless America” summarize
my last year of a province-sponsored sabbatical, and I felt truly
blessed when I set off in mid-July ’08 to travel across the Kansas
prairies through the colorful Flint Hills to the imposing majesty of the
Rocky mountains and ultimately to the surging Gulf waters (“white
with foam”) between Mobile Bay and Pensacola. In the foothills of
the Rockies I spent the first semester at Regis University, where I
had been superior of the Xavier Jesuit community and served both
as teacher and campus minister for ten years. Then, after Christmas
vacation here at home with my expanding family, I drove leisurely
through Memphis and my former home of early childhood in Birmingham, Alabama to Spring Hill College in Mobile, Alabama.
	At both Regis University and Spring Hill College I helped out
with Campus Ministry and kept my pledge to write my first book
entitled The Loneliness of God which is still being revised. Both
settings were perfect for deepened faith, renewed friendships, and
quiet creativity. Several years ago I had formed a group of eighteen
Editors: Matt Bettonville, Rob Bertucci, Adam Cruz, Ben Kim, Nick Fandos

see CUMMINGS, 17
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Spirit and tolerance at Activities Fair

Conor Gearin
Core Staff
he first outdoors Activities Fair in two
years. The drums beat loudly and incessantly, the sun shone on the new flagstones of the Danis Fieldhouse, and the
air was balmy for the massive turnout of
unaffiliated freshmen and upperclassmen
to sign up for the clubs and activities of
their choice.
	As a Prep News reporter and the first
from my family to attend SLUH, I have heard
many times from relatives, transfer students,
and others with an outsider’s perspective that
what makes the student experience at SLUH
unique is the diversity of ideas and activities
supported here. The feeling is that whoever
you are, whatever you are good at, you will
find a place for your talents and interests
somewhere at SLUH. If a talent or interest
you want to share is not represented by the
scores of existing clubs, you can find two

T

friends and a teacher of like mind and start
a new one.
	So I have thought, and so people have
told me. The Activities Fair was the perfect
proving ground for such a thesis. An ambitious, prideful thesis, perhaps, for other high
schools have many different clubs and have
similar rules allowing the creation of new
ones. What makes SLUH truly different?
In the din of cheerful banter and laughter,
I could find evidence supporting the claim
that SLUH not only supports diversity
of ideas well, but also excels. Hordes of
freshmen got on the mailing lists of many
clubs—too many for the students to commit
to, in some cases. There was an undeniable
spirit among the upperclassmen of showing
enthusiasm for the clubs they led. Silly but
harmless pitches like “join STUCO to keep
the earth clean!” and repetitive live shows
like the Circus Club’s juggling allowed upperclassmen to attract the next generation of

Perspective

leaders to their organizations without having
to sabotage other clubs. Well-informed club
members, moderators, and advisers educated
interested freshmen on the purpose of each
club. And the traditional candy bribes offered
at the tables, while not exactly leading to
more names on a sign-up sheet, at least had
the effect of keeping the atmosphere bouncy
and energized.
	Yet amid this spirit of community and
fun, there was conflict. Conflict of people’s
ideas does not necessarily lead to conflict
between people, however. Sometimes clubs
with diverging political or religious agendas
that were suddenly placed next to each other
were able to handle the situation with presence of mind, understanding that they can
respect their opponents and their own cause
without being spiteful or arrogant.
	Nevertheless, on some isolated occasions, clubs used the closeness to their
ideological opponents to make fun of them.

see GEARIN, 14

SLUH brotherhood beyond tragedy

Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
eople tend to recall the details of the
circumstances under which they receive unexpected news. Around 6 p.m.
on June 26, my friends and I were savoring our last meal at the Missouri Scholars
Academy (MSA) in the streamer-adorned
cafeteria of the Mark Twain Residence
Hall at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
	Then Frank Corley squatted by the table
and asked me if I had heard the news from
St. Louis.
Five days later, my parents and I went
to Bopp Chapel for the Langford wake. Like
many in the St. Louis U. High community,
I was determined to honor Brendan and his
father Rocky’s lives as best as I could and to
offer my sincere condolences to the Langford
family.
	As the line snaked through the length
of the building, we began our long wait on

P

the opposite side of the funeral home. The
somber mood coupled with the introspective
attitude of SLUH students and the heightened
enthusiasm for reflection produced by MSA
prompted me to contemplate the little I knew
of Brendan as the line inched forward at
glacial pace. After minimal consideration I
started to realize that I had very little to offer
the family in the way of consolation. I did
not know Brendan other than by appearance;
to me, he had been one of many freshmen
on the Metro coming from West County.
I mused that, perhaps, if one of my own
classmates had died, I might have reacted,
but Brendan’s death only incited in me the
intellectual sadness that accompanies such
personally obscure tragedy.
So when we finally reached the Langford
family, I shook hands and said, “I’m sorry
for your loss,” but not much more. At most
I said that I remembered him from the bus.
I left the room quickly after completing the
line, deploring how shallow and insignificant

my words and actions felt, regardless of the
sincerity of my intentions.
Between the 157X in the fall and the
258X in the spring, I must have ridden the
bus with Brendan Langford one or two hundred times. From my arrogant sophomore
viewpoint, some freshmen blurred together
and faded from memory; Brendan did not.
I can distinctly recall sitting on the bench at
the front of the bus on dark, freezing winter
mornings while Brendan dozed or worked
on homework across the aisle. Two things
about him never changed: he always had his
iPod plugged in, and he always wore the same
brown coat with the fleece lining turned out
at the collar.
	But I never talked to him. If I did, whatever words passed between us must have
resulted from the most incidental human
contact possible. I spoke honestly when I
told my friends that I did not know Brendan
Langford, and I regret that I could not say
otherwise.

see LUMETTA, 16
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Dan Schmidt

Ward on the 5 to stop the bleeding, literally
Reporter
and figuratively speaking (Magee’s leg had
he St. Louis U. High Jr. Bills suffered been cut open and required bandaging).
a crushing 29-10 defeat against the
With the loss of senior standout running
Parkway Central Colts last Friday night. back Griffin Lowry (torn ACL) for the season,
Led by star running back Lee Ward, who the Jr. Bills tried to embrace the philosophy
finished with 22 carries for 132 yards, the of a pass-first team, passing four times
Colts doubled
on their first
SLUH in todrive. Unfortal yards, and
tunately, the
defensively
CaptainCruheld the Jr.
zbills were
Bills to just
forced to punt
one TD.
from deep in
	On Centheir own tert r a l ’s f i r s t
ritory.
drive, the
HowColts covered
ever, junior
75 yards in
long-snapper
Junior running back Elliot Fish searches for a hole.
nine minutes,
Elliot Fish’s
got to the Jr. Bills’ 10-yard line, and tem- snap was high and to the right, causing seporarily injured senior linebacker Collum nior punter Kevin McAuliffe to leap for it.
Magee. However, on Magee’s first play back McAuliffe was able to handle it, but in the
in, he forced and then recovered a fumble by process landed on the ground, resulting in
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a safety similar to the one last week against
Parkway South.
	Getting the ball back, Central stayed
in rhythm, and their drive concluded with
a 29-yard TD pass from senior quarterback
Michael Daniels to sophomore wide receiver
Brandon Sheperd, who made a great catch
in the back of the end zone.
But SLUH bounced back at the start of
the second quarter, scoring on a three-pass
drive highlighted by a 45-yard catch by
sophomore wideout Stefan “I’ll play whatever coach” Sansone, who wrestled the ball
away from the Parkway corner in midair.
	The drive was concluded on what is
becoming SLUH’s bread and butter play,
the back right corner fade jump ball for
sophomore receiver Mitch Klug, who made
his weekly grab for the touchdown to put
the We’vegotspiritbills on the board, down
9-7.
	This time, though, it was Central answering the bell as Sheperd hauled in another

see LEATHERHEAD, 14

Soccer shut down by Webster, stifles CBC
Jacob Born

Reporter
he St. Louis University High School
soccer team (2-1) started the season
against the Webster Groves Statesmen
last Thursday, but suffered a stunning 3-0
defeat in penalty kicks. This week they
ventured to Columbia, Illinois, to play
Gibault, followed by a trip to CBC to open
up the CBC Tournament.
	Against the Webster Groves Statesmen
last Thursday, the FIFAbills ran a 4-5-1 offensive front, with junior Ben Emnett leading
the way. Goals were scarce, as neither team
could get control of the game. But both teams
failed to gain that coveted goal, and the end
of regulation saw the score tied 0-0.
	After two scoreless overtimes, the season
opener had come down to penalty kicks.
With the game on the line, the Jr. Bills’ first
three penalty kicks were just in the reach of
the Webster goalkeeper. Webster put their
first three shots past the Jr. Bills goalie and
walked away with a thrilling 1-0 win over
the Jr. Bills.
	The Martelbills crossed the Mississippi
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Friday night to play Gibault. The Jr. Bills held on to win the game by that score.
controlled the speed of the game in both 	Tuesday night brought the Uhighbills to
halves, getting scoring chances early on in CBC for the 32nd annual CBC tournament.
the game. The Nikebills scored late in the The Jr. Bills matched up with the Cadets in
first half on a
their first game
shot from junior
of the tourney.
three-year varThe first half
sity midfielder
was a war of
Richie Hoffattrition, each
man.
team fighting
Junior
for every scorgoalie Andrew
ing chance posEvola stopped
sible. The UEevery shot that
FAbills immecame to him in
diately applied
the first half,
pressure to the
receiving fantastic The Jr. Bill offense dribbles down the field, looking for a goal CBC offense.
support from the U. High defense.
“Our game plan was to get defensive
	The Adidasbills continued putting pres- pressure and create counterattacks,” head
sure on the Gibault defense and controlling coach Charlie Martel said. “Whenever we
the play in the second half. About halfway play CBC we give them time, forcing them
through the second half, Emnett netted a to play the ball, and then mount a counteratball, making the score 2-0 in favor of the tack.” The game plan worked, and SLUH’s
Soccerbills. But quickly afterwards, Gibault defense held the Cadets at bay.
closed the gaps to make it 2-1, Evola’s only 	At the 24th minute, the Cadets comblemish in a great game. But the Jr. Bills
see PUNTED, 15
photo by mike dryden
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Will Bufe

Ford was followed by fellow seniors
Emmett Cookson, Tim McLaughlin, Bill
Franey, Tyler Jennings, Bill Gabler, and Tony
Minnick, all of whom ran sub-17:00 times, a
rarity in high school cross country. The six
ran as a pack through the second mile, using
each other as motivation to improve.
	Despite what could develop into a serious injury, senior Tim McLaughlin broke his
personal record while finishing 11th overall.
After he learned that he may be dealing with
a stress fracture, McLaughlin noted, “If it
was any other year than my senior year I
would consider taking some time off. But
the coaches and I, we’re thinking we’ll be
taking it easy. We need to prolong the stress
fracture until after this season, so hopefully
I can spend more time with my family.”
In the JV race, junior Tim Rackers turned
heads with a shocking performance. Running
a 16:40, Rackers easily won the JV division
and propelled himself into the top seven
with his outstanding time. He was followed
by a swarm of 11 straight navy blue jerseys

from SLUH, who easily swept the race with
a perfect score. Seniors Nick Seckfort and
Charlie Stoltze, along with sophomores Mike
McLaughlin and Nathan Rubbelke, rounded
out the top five scorers for the Jr. Bills.
	Tomorrow, the U. High will send its top
18 runners (to make up two teams of nine)
that will run in the Forest Park Cross Country
Festival’s varsity race. This SLUH-hosted
meet has become recognized as one of the
most competitive meets in the Midwest,
featuring top-rated programs from Texas to
Wisconsin.
Jennings hopes to show Missouri and the
surrounding states that SLUH cross country is
the best team in the region. Jennings believes
the two key points for him individually are
the beginning and end of the race: “We need
to go out hard. My third mile was a little slow
on Friday. If I can run a better third mile, I
should do pretty well.”
While the top nine running on SLUH’s
varsity team expect great things, the sec-

style (50.49 seconds) and the 100 freestyle
Reporter
(22.73 seconds.) The state-qualification time
lthough the first two meets saw four for the 100-yard freestyle is 50.99 while the
different state qualifications, the 50 freestyle time is 23.09.
SLUH swim team started off the season 	The 400 freestyle relay team consistlast week with losses to Parkway West and ing of junior Bill Luhmann, junior Michael
Parkway South. However,
Hagerty, sophomore Sam
the Swimbills overcame
Erlinger, and Schmidt with
the mediocre start with a
a time of 3.32.16, just under
strong win in a tri-meet
the state-qualification time
against Cape Notre Dame
3.32.29.
and Clayton.
“Although we lost,” said
Last Thursday, the team
Long, “we saw a lot of good
lost to Parkway West 97-89,
swims and virtually every
a very close score by swimswimmer was able to comming dual-meet standards.
pete, which is hard with such
“We’ve struggled against
a large team.”
Parkway West in the past,”
	On Tuesday, the team lost
said head coach Fritz Long.
to a very powerful Parkway
“Although it’s usually an
South team, 122-63. “Like
early meet, they always put
West, they’ve always been a
up competitive swimmers
good team and a very tough
The Jr. Bills gasp for air in a loss
and challenge us.”
opponent
to face early on,” said
against Parkway South.
In the loss to a competitive
Long.
Parkway West team, senior captain Dan
“South’s team has been doing very well
Schmidt qualified in both the 50-yard free- this season, winning all three of our fisrt

meets,” said Parkway South senior Honsbo
Lians. “SLUH had a great meet, although we
won. SLUH’s huge team was very intimidating to face.”
While SLUH only won a single race—
Hagerty’s victory in the 200 I.M.—Amir
Paschal qualified for state in the 100-yard
butterfly (56.97), nearly a full second under
the state-qualification time of 57.89. He finished second in the race to an accomplished
Parkway South swimmer.
Paschal’s qualification was his first as
a SLUH swimmer. “It felt great to accomplish something as prestigious as qualifying
for state,” he said. Paired against a strong
opponent from Parkway South, Paschal felt
motivated to battle out the tough race all the
way to the wall: “When I was coming to the
last turn, I saw him and he saw me and we
began to sprint for the finish.”
While SLUH lost all but one race, the
team won five out of six exhibition heats.
“All of our exhibition swimmers performed really well. Had those races been
scored, we would have done a lot better,”

Reporter
he St. Louis U. High cross country
team opened its season last Friday
with a blue-collar effort, destroying the
competition en route to victories in both
the varsity and junior varsity divisions.
Each of the varsity runners medaled, and
all 15 JV runners finished in the top 20.
	Senior captain Caleb Ford led the way
for varsity, setting a 5K school record with
an elite time of 15:48. Ford, who is expected
to be one of Missouri’s top runners this season, took home the individual championship
after a final 200 meter kick clinched him the
victory.
“I knew I could win the race going into
it,” said Ford. “With a quarter-mile to go, we
were really close together … I knew he was
fast. Before the line I saw him hold back a
little bit.”
Ford took advantage of the opportunity
and won his first varsity cross country race
while at SLUH.
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see SOCKS, 15

Finbills battle tough water, garner first win
A

Chad Carson

photo by mr. matt sciuto

see BUTTERFLY, 15
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Sports
Rifle aiming for
Nationals

Corley and Mills
bisect Iowa

Reporter
fter finishing a disappointing fifth place at the National Meet
in Camp Derry, Ohio, the St. Louis U. High rifle team has
high hopes for this year. The rifle team had placed second last
year, and although fifth place out of 40 teams from across the
U.S. seems prestigious, it just wasn’t enough. The team expected
a much higher placing over the summer.
“The competition was hard this year,” said senior Dan Hermsmeier, who scored 199 out of a 200 stand, a new national record.
“I expected us to at least finish first or second, but I guess we had
more expectations than I had hoped. We didn’t have many good
practices over the summer.”
Rifle includes three positions: prone, kneeling, and standing.
Each position is worth 200 points, and one’s total score is 600 points.
Hermsmeier was the first junior to score a 199 stand.
“A general good score is about a 190,” said senior Mitch Jones.
“Those extra nine points are just ridiculous.”
Regardless, the SLUH Rifle team was upset about the fifth place
finish and has already set high goals for this year’s squad. With the
loss of Jason Niehaus, who was arguably their best shooter, the Rifle
team will have to bounce back to glory with seniors Jones, Hermsmeier, Houston Barber, Larry Rudolf and juniors Dylan Stahlhuth
and Joseph DeMaro.

Reporter
hen asked for his key to success in cycling, Eddy Merckx,
the greatest cyclist of all time, replied “Ride lots.” That’s
exactly what math teachers Frank Corley and George Mills did
this past July, participating in Register’s Annual Great Bicycle
Ride Across Iowa (RAGBRAI), riding over 450 miles in seven
days.
While the duo did not have any competitive aspirations, Merckx’s adage certainly applies to them. The two averaged about 75
miles each day on the ride, starting from Council Bluffs and ending
in Burlington. The geometers rode with Touring Cyclist, a local St.
Louis bike shop that has been leading the pilgrimage to Iowa for
over a decade.
	RAGBRAI, the biggest bicycling touring event in the nation,
attracts over 20,000 riders from across the world each year. Both
Mills and Corley trained rigorously for the event, hoping to be in
top riding form. For the month of June, Corley rode 40 to 50 miles
every other day, culminating with a 224-mile trek across the Katy
Trail over the Fourth of July. Mills completed about fifteen rides
averaging 30 to 40 miles. However, his most notable ride was a
96-mile jaunt into Illinois.
While on the RAGBRAI, Corley and Mills encountered numerous vendors and local Iowans. The two mathematicians remem-
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Conversation of the Week
Marchlewski on SLUH-DeSmet rivalry
Adam Cruz
Sports Editor

I sat down with Father Marco, a teacher at DeSmet for 12 years
and in his sixth year at SLUH.
Adam Cruz: What is the earliest memory you have of the SLUH
vs. Desmet rivalry?
Marchlewski: Before I taught at DeSmet, I never regarded it as
a rivalry. We had CBC. Even here now, it’s more viewed as big
brother versus little brother … a sibling rivalry of sorts. However,
when the game approached during my first year as a Spartan, I realized it was different thing for them. As far as when I went here, the
earliest game I remember was winning the Fireman’s Cup in 1953
over Beaumont 7-6.
AC: What was the best SLUH versus DeSmet game you’ve ever
seen?
FM: In 2005, Andrew Guenther hit a kick at the end of the game

to send it into overtime, and we went on to win the game. DeSmet
went on to win state that year, we might have been their only loss!
Guenther was the second string kicker too!
AC: What is the main difference between SLUH fans and DeSmet
fans?
FM: The fan and spirit are actually very similar—they feed off of
each other. Out at SLUH West, they’ve inherited the spirit from their
big brother in the East. Jesuit spirit seems to be the same all over.
AC: If you were head football czar for a day at SLUH, what would
you change?
FM: Oh wow. Score of last week’s game. (Laughs.) Oh wow. I
would get rid of mental penalties, and maybe make that stadium
down there a dome as a new part of V2K (Laughs).
AC: Predictions for tonight’s game?
FM: Despite the doubters, the boys from U. High will take it on a
conversion. SLUH 14, DeSmet 13.
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New Teachers
Koenigs: Harvard
Scott set to teach
grad to teach English Algebra I
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Patrick O’Leary

Core Staff
arvard graduate Michael
Koenigs joined the ASC
staff this year and will be
helping in the English Department.
Koenigs was born and
raised in Denver, Colo., and
attended Regis Jesuit High
School and Harvard, where he
studied English. Said Koenigs,
“I enjoy reading immensely and
I enjoy writing, and I can now
speak the English language
almost fluently.”
While at Harvard, Koenigs
English teacher Michael Koenigs
was the president of the student television network, wrote a column in the Denver Post called
“Colorado Voices,” tutored in Mission Hill (a service project), and
made a video travel guide with his brother for “Let’s Go!”, a travel
guide production company with videos featuring various places in
North America, Europe, Latin America, Asia, and the Pacific.
“I plan to get involved in many of the things I did at college:
newspaper, cross country, and basketball,” said Koenigs. “(Also,)
downstairs we’re creating a champions table for the best pool player
around (SLUH).”

H
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see KOENIGS, 15

Joe Moran

Reporter
ath teacher Jeff Scott is truly a man who loves his alma
mater.
	A St. Louis native, Scott graduated St. Louis U. High in the summer of 2002 and then attended
Mizzou, where he attained
his graduate degree this year.
Scott is teaching three freshman Algebra I classes during
his Alum Service Corps (ASC)
stay for this year, but does not
really know where he will be
headed next.
	Scott majored in mechanical engineering, which
he believes set him up nicely
for teaching math. Freshman
Tommy Beckman says, “Mr.
Scott knows his math very well,
and explains it (well).”
When asked about his jobs
Math teacher Jeff Scott
and choices, Scott said that he
wanted to have an “interesting job” and hopes to be happy in his
work environment. Scott also said he is for the kids, and knows
what it feels like since he was in high school just seven years ago.
	About seeing some of his old teachers again, Scott said, “ (It

M
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Orf slated to teach Global History I
Nathan Rubbelke

Reporter
yler Orf ’04 has returned to St. Louis
U. High for the 2009-10 school year as
part of the Alumni Service Corps (ASC).
	Orf was motivated to volunteer for the
ASC because, “I always thought I would
like to teach, but more importantly it’s an
opportunity to give back to SLUH.”
	After graduating from SLUH, Orf attended the University of Tulsa where he
earned a double major in history and English.
Orf is teaching three sections of Global I this
year. His teaching thus far has impressed his
students.
“He’s a really nice guy. He explains
the information really well, which lessens
the amount of time we have to study on our
own,” said freshman Prince Yakubu.
	Besides teaching and punishing fresh-

T

see SCOTT, 18

When asked about his favorite moment
men with the infamous nickel fee while
patrolling the pool hall, Orf is coaching this year, he recalled a moment right out of
the film Ferris Buelfreshman football and
ler’s Day Off. While
will help coach lacrosse
taking role on the first
in the spring. He also
day, he realized that
hopes to get involved
a student was absent.
in helping with retreats
The student’s last name
and CSP in the winter.
happened to be Bueller,
While a student
so he decided to reenact
at SLUH, Orf played
the famous scene of
lacrosse, wrote the laBen Stein repeating
crosse articles in the
“Bueller, Bueller.”
Prep News, enjoyed
	Orf is looking
doing CSP, and was a
forward to the rest of
member of the National
History teacher Tyler Orf
the school year and the experiHonor Society (NHS). His hobbies outside of
teaching include going to Cardinals’ games, ences that lie ahead.
“This is a great experience to begin my
playing lacrosse and soccer, and traveling
when he has the “money to do so in this teaching career,” he said.
recession.”
photo by connor blanquart
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Rob Bertucci

Sports Editor
lthough construction left the Student
Council class of 2009 without an office, the school’s new work on the Danis
Field House has allowed this year’s STUCO to claim an office of their own.
	At the beginning of the 2008-09 school
year, the renovation and expansion of the
Campus Ministry offices pushed STUCO
out of its playfully decorated room and
transformed the space into a more formal
conference room.
	This change, however, left SLUH
without its traditional STUCO room, and
STUCO was forced to share the conference
room with Campus Ministry.
“One of the big things that we lost last
year was painting the room and getting it
ready for the year,” said senior Student Body
President Kevin Mueller. “When you do that
over the summer as a STUCO, we have a lot
of bonding time and it adds a lot of character
to the school.”
	Even though the conference room was
an ideal space for meetings, STUCO had

A

some trouble scheduling the space.
“At points last year we kind of stepped
on each other’s toes,” said Mueller. “We
were very grateful for the space, but it was
Campus Ministry’s room in the end.”
	Midway through the summer, Mueller
and other STUCO members were notified
that they would move into the vacated offices of head football coach Gary Kornfeld
and head basketball coach John Ross. Ross
and Kornfeld were given offices on the third
floor of the new Danis Field House.
	Unlike the STUCO rooms of the past,
which were characterized as a social atmosphere, the new STUCO room will be used
only for business meetings. The doors will
only be unlocked for official STUCO business.
“The STUCO rooms of the past have
been unsupervised, messy, and a bit of an
eyesore in the middle of the school,” said
Student Council Moderator Rob Evans. “We
are getting the privilege of having another
room, and we are making sure we are taking
a business-like approach with it.”
When asked if in the future the STUCO

9

room may be opened up for students, Assistant Principal of Student Life and STUCO
moderator Brock Kesterson said, “We are
kind of in a holding pattern right now. I really think we can use that area as a positive
space.
	The room right now is a work in progress.
STUCO looks to bring in a conference table
and twenty chairs for meetings. The STUCO
room will also be equipped with a computer
to manage STUCO affairs.
“We will be able to e-mail the students,
check our SLUH e-mail account, and even
respond on our STUCO Facebook account
with our new computer,” said Evans. “It is
another way to continue to communicate
the message that Student Council has been
trying to communicate this year and keep a
professional image.”
With the new freedom of their office,
STUCO is looking forward to a great year.
“This year our guys are really doing a
great job,” said Evans. “While we understand
that we can have fun, we know we can be
productive, too. You should be proud of your
Student Council.”

Clinton counts calories, SLUH goes to Diet
Andrew Kastner

Reporter
hile many changes to St. Louis U.
High may have gone unnoticed by
students, the absence of sodas and Gatorade from their lives during the school day
has not. According to Food Service Consultant Kathy Hylla, these sugary beverages disappeared from the cafeteria and
many of the vending machines on campus
in accordance with guidelines put forth
by the President’s Alliance for a Healthier
Generation and the Archdiocese Wellness
Program, as well as SLUH’s North Central Evaluation, which held the issue as an
area of concern.
	According to the President’s Alliance
for a Healthier Generation, former President
Clinton first spearheaded these guidelines,
which were recently made mandatory for all
public schools. However, SLUH has been a
private, Jesuit institution since 1818, which
raises questions as to why these mandatory

W

public school guidelines have been implemented.
Although the school would not be fined
for the violation of the guidelines, any beverage company found to be serving against
the code would be forced to pay, said Hylla.
SLUH’s drink supplier refused to sell these
contraband elixirs unless the SLUH cafeteria
complied with the standards.
While the guidelines are concerned with
mandating healthy student options across the
board, their most visible effect has been their
limitations upon the types and container size
of drinks allowed based upon school level.
“We still have the regular soda and Gatorade,” said Hylla. “It’s just only in certain
vending machines that remain off during
school hours.”
	During the day, the cafeteria still has
diet soda and Gatorade G2 to offer.
While some have no opinion about the
change in drink selection, many students

have been vocal in their discontent with
the change, lacking a source of caffeine and
sugar to get them through the day.
“I’ve been hurting without (soda),”
said senior Paul Bruntrager. “Sometimes,
you really just need it to help wake you
up after a hard night. I mean, I still get a
diet everyday, but I just end up throwing it
away.”
	Still others have expressed discontent
with the raise in drink prices. For example,
soda in the vending machines went from
$1.25 to $1.35.
“I’m not made of money,” said senior
Joe Murphy-Baum. “So at least the ban
saved me some.”
	Despite comparisons between the
change and the Intolerable Acts, the new
policy is here to stay.
	Senior David Fleming said, “I crave
(the soda), but my will is strong. I’ll get
through this.”
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Food, fun, and football: Tailgating Club
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Eric Mueth
Staff
urgers. Football. Bratwurst. Hockey.
Senior Kurt Eisele used these words
to sum up the new SLUH Tailgating
Club.
	Tailgating Club began after a summer
of “grill and chill.” Goeddel said that he first
thought of creating the club when he and a
couple of friends tailgated the lacrosse state
championship game last May.
“It just made sense that SLUH needs a
Tailgating Club,” Goeddel said.
He and Eisele went about pursuing their
goal in the late summer and the first week
of school. Goeddel texted Advancement Associate John Penilla numerous times over the
summer about being the group’s moderator,
and eventually went to talk to Penilla the first
day of school.
	Penilla rejected the offer to moderate
the club, but eventually said he would if
Goeddel wrote a mission statement, projected the group’s numbers, made plans of
when and where to tailgate, gained Assistant
Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson’s
consent and approval, and wrote an essay
on why he chose Penilla to be the group’s
moderator. Goeddel completed all of the
tasks and brought the message of getting
students together for fun, not drinking, to
Penilla. Penilla accepted and the group was
underway.

photo by mr. matt sciuto
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The new Tailgating Club at the varsity Football game
on Friday against Parkway Central.

	Goeddel assumed the position of “President and Founder;” Eisele, “Grill Master;”
senior Kevin Conroy, “Treasurer;” senior
Greg Matthews “Vice President;” senior
Greg Place “Director of Communications;”
and senior Rob Golterman “Assistant to the
Secretary of Sausage.” Goeddel and Eisele
made sure that the club was ready before the
Activities Fair on Sept. 2 and planned to bring
a grill and serve food. They brought the grill

and snatched the first table, but were on too
short notice to grill food for people. Students
swarmed to their table and an astounding
130 people signed up. The number has since
grown to over 150.
	The club’s plan is to let people place
orders during lunch on Friday to plan on
how much food to bring, cook it for them
before the game, and donate the money to
the St. Vincent food kitchen.
	The club’s menu consists of burgers for
$2 now, brats for $2, hot dogs for $1, soda for
$1 and chips for free. They hope to expand
their menu later.
The first showing the Tailgating Club
had was on Friday before the football game.
Place and Eisele set up their small Weber
grill on the upper field, separate from the
Freshman Fun Day barbeque. Only 15-20
people ordered food, but they sold to nearly
100 customers who were mainly fans who
wanted to grab something before entering
the game. They were busy for nearly an
hour then escaped into the stadium in time
to throw the football around and have some
fun.
The money they earned will first go to
a new “helmet” grill that they plan to paint
SLUH colors and will be “the centerpiece
of the club,” Eisele said.
	The club has permission to tailgate every
home game, mainly for football, baseball,

see TAILG8, 17

Chinabills head to Beijing over summer
John Sachs
Reporter
ourteen students from St. Louis University High and four chaperones
landed in Beijing on June 5 to tour the
country despite the advent of swine flu
concerns.
	The entire plane was tested for signs of
the flu after 49 people on an earlier flight were
reportedly quarantined because of swine flu,
or H1N1 virus. None of the travelers were
quarantined, but junior Dan Raterman and
junior Franklin Warner were detained for
approximately half an hour on the way to
luggage claim after a laser test.
While in Beijing the group visited both

F

the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square, as
well as the Beijing National Stadium, where
the 2008 Olympics were held.
Following Beijing, they spent two days
in Xi’an, one day in Luoyang, and then to
Dengfeng. In Dengfeng, the group attended
a gongfu show, a famous musical on the top
of a hill, with parts of the show appearing
on many hills in the surrounding area.
	The group then went to Zhenzhou by
coach to visit a Shaolin Temple. In addition
to a martial art demo, several students played
basketball with the Shaolin monks.
	Next, the sightseers visited Nanjing by
night train. The group went on a cruise on the
Yellow River and visited the Henan Museum

and had Nanjing duck. On June 15, they visited the Nanjing Foreign Language School,
which participates in foreign exchange with
SLUH, and got to see the past participants.
	The group went to Suzhou and Hangzhou, where they visited the Hanshan
Temple.
They arrived in Shanghai on June 17,
where they visited Ling Ying Temple, Yu
Fei’s Temple, then on June 18, they shopped
in Qi Bao Gu Zhen and visited both the Jade
Buddha Temple and the Shanghai Cathedral.
The trip came to an end for the students and
two of the moderators, but math teacher
George Mills and his wife stayed in China

see CHINA, 13
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Planes, trains, and children’s Tube passes
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Andrew Kastner
Reporter
or senior Aaron Dripps, French teacher Jennifer Crespin’s Eurotrip ’09 was
exciting from the start. Despite numerous
reminders, Dripps joined the rest of the
28-man group without the most important item: his passport. “It was definitely a
close call, especially since he lives in Illinois,” remarked senior Greg Powell, “We
almost had to leave without him.”
	Thanks to his dad’s quick driving, Dripps
was able to get his passport in time and join
three guides and 27 of his classmates in a
whirlwind 15-day tour of Europe in June.
The group traveled from London to Rome
by means of plane, train, and bus, bonding
and frequently napping along the way.
	Upon arriving in London, the group
felt threatened by the hostile drivers of
London.
“We had several close calls when crossing the street,” said Powell. “I don’t know
if you’re aware of this, but they drive on
the other side of the street over there.” The

F

The Europe Trip group assembled

group enjoyed the Tower of London, the
London Eye, Buckingham Palace, and the
home stadium of the Chelsea football club,
Stamford Bridge.
London did not go without further
incident, however, as all the seniors were

threatened with 100-pound warrants for
their use of children’s passes they had been
given for the Tube, London’s subway system.
Luckily, no current seniors are incarcerated
in a London prison at this time.
Leaving London behind them, they
continued on to Paris via the Chunnel, an
undersea rail tunnel connecting Great Britain
and France. The long dark journey provided
an opportunity for many to sleep along the
way. After arriving in Paris, the seniors discovered the sites of the City of Lights. The
Eiffel Tower and the Louvre, despite crowds
and relatively brief visits at each, maintained
their places as favorite sites.
	The group visited Versailles, the grand
palace of Louis XIV, before taking the train
to the south of France. Versailles, known for
its many rooms and immense size, impressed
many of the seniors.
“I could definitely see myself living
there,” said senior Nick Verzino, “though I
would probably get lost.”
	After taking the tour, the group boarded

see WEST ASIA, 17

Hearts, stars, and horseshoes: Ireland ‘09
Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
rish Literature students separated into
two trips this summer, one of 15 students and another of five, and ventured to
Ireland to explore the culture, history, and
beauty of Ireland.
The first group of students was comprised of graduated seniors Kevin Casey,
Jack Lally, Chris Cowlen, Jack Bowe, Joe
Scariot, Mike Cannady, Kevin Connor,
Alex Hall, Bryan Kinealy, Pat Lanter, David
Martin, Kevin Martin, Pete McNulty, Mike
Ryan, and Sonny Jaeger. The second trip
consisted of Trent Going, Mike Wankun,
Ryan McReynolds, Tom Heagney, and Collin Rohde. English teacher Bill George led
both expeditions, and English teacher Terry
Quinn joined him on the second.
	George said that he thought this year’s
group was a good group and they were very
interested and attentive. He was also disappointed that graduated senior Pat Rushing
could not attend because he hurt his knee at
Senior Lock-in.

I

The Ireland Trip group assembled

He said, “They learned a little bit and
had a great time.”
	One of the favorite sites was Skellig
Michael, a monastery was built on top of a
rock island in the sixth century as a retreat
for brothers. The island is about an hour off
the coast of County Kerry, Ireland. The group
climbed the treacherous 600 steps rising from
the ocean, which, although not very common,
had brought a 70-year-old American man to
his death when he fell in May.

	Graduated senior Kevin Casey said,
“Hands down, it was one of the coolest things
I have ever seen.”
	Quinn said that his favorite part was
Skellig Michael, too, “partly because I had
never been there before, partly because it
was beautiful, and it was partly my favorite
because it was a total of about an hour and
a half on a boat and I didn’t throw up. It was
pretty miraculous.”
When asked about his favorite part of
the trip, George said, “Well, I loved Skellig
Michael, too, but my favorite part…is always
Donegal.” According to George, Donegal
is a county in the Northwestern corner of
Ireland with a very interesting landscape
looking out over the mouth of Donegal Bay
in the shadow of the Bluestack Mountains
that few people go to because it lies off the
beaten path.
	George said he likes Dublin—because
of the chaos. George said that on the second
trip U2 was playing in Dublin which and
they could hear the concert from their bed-

see SOUTHERN IRELAND, 16
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SINKHOLE
(from 1)
directly under the parking lot, and washouts
from the flooding after water main breaks
around Oakland Ave. in front of the school,
one of which left the parking lot area under
two feet of water for two days, according to
Rankin.
Multiple tests will be conducted by
outside companies, although Rankin said
that nothing is official yet. The Metropolitan Sewer District, which owns the River
Des Peres conduit beneath the parking lot,
will conduct dye tests by releasing dye into

the sinkhole, then entering the conduit to
see if the dye leaks in. Quality Testing and
Engineering is one company likely to take
drilling samples to determine the sediment
composition deep below the Drury Plaza.
Although testing in the plaza will be
indefinite and ongoing, Rankin said that he
plans to have the whole southeast side of
the parking lot torn up to address the whole
pavement problem rather than trying to repeat
the excavation and resetting of small areas
as acute problems arise. Rankin did not offer an estimated cost to fix the lot, but said

it would be “in the thousands.”
While tests and repairs are conducted,
the strip of parking along the crack has been
shut down, and two light poles in that stretch
will soon be removed so that shifting ground
does not make them hazards to pedestrians
or vehicles.
“Our first priority is safety,” said President David Laughlin.
Rankin said that most of the sinkhole
situation is not understood yet and will
continue to unfold as further tests are conducted.

(from 2)
digital calendar,” the correct date can still
get out in time.
	The new calendar is accessible through
Zimbra (SLUH’s new email system), and can
display in single-day, weekly, and monthly
formats. It also allows users to add their own
personal events to the schedule quickly and
easily.
	The physical buzz book was also
dropped, but its electronic replacement
should have many more capabilities. Besides
the financial and environmental advantages to
saving paper used in printing phonebooks, the
new PDF-formatted version will allow users
jump to bookmarked alphabetical sections,
look up families by zip code, and search the
entire document for names.
	To protect the privacy of the information, users can access the buzz book through
Zimbra under the tab labeled ‘Briefcase.’
Feedback on these changes has been somewhat negative, especially from parents who
have been a part of the SLUH community
for years and have grown used to having a
paper buzz book and calendar, Moran said.
Mothers Club President Chris Meyer said,

“I’ve heard a lot of moms say that they like
the hard copy buzz book for the simple
reason that they like to keep it in their car”
so they can call other families when they
need to arrange a different ride for their son
after school.
In addition, the calendar available on
Zimbra is not yet very printer-friendly. However, Moran said, the amount of responses
like this were not “overwhelming” in its
scope.
“We’re working really hard to try and
make (the calendar) printer friendly, because
we still understand that people like to have
a hard copy,” said Moran.
	Since the calendar and buzz book are
important resources for the SLUH community, the administration has made attempts
to make their computerized alternatives
as user-friendly as possible. Because they
are digital means that they can be reached
anywhere with Internet access.
	Another innovation this year was the
online application for eighth graders, which
allows faculty involved in admissions to
avoid converting paper applications into
spreadsheets and instead enter the data

directly to the spreadsheets. It also allows
students hoping to attend SLUH to buy into
the school’s ideal of avoiding paper waste.
	Other parts of SLUH have already been
saving paper. Meyer said that the Mothers
Club has decided to use electronic mailings
more often. Right now, they only have about
100 families that still receive hard copies
of mailings. To make sure the e-mails are
effective, Mother’s Club sent out a notice
with important mailing dates to families.
However, Cashbah Co-Chair Barb Bettonville said that sometimes e-mails can be
less effective. She said that there have been
fewer volunteers to work at Cashbah this
year because signups were sent out via email. So many potential volunteers simply
did not print out the signup sheet.
	Ultimately, Moran said, SLUH will use a
great deal of paper: “We’re a big institution—
we’re going to need flyers, we’re going to
need handouts.” Yet he thinks students are
participating in the saving mentality without
being explicitly told to.
“I find our student body to be pretty
conscientious about these environmental
issues … you don’t have to explain yourself
about why this is important,” said Moran.

classes during school days.
“When we go to school, let’s do school,”
said Moran. He noted class meeting days before school, another example of the effort.
	As a whole, the 2009-’10 calendar dif-

fers little from those of years past. The total
number of school days remains the same
as the 2008-’09 school year, according to
Moran, and quarter divisions align roughly
the same as last year.

PAPERCUTS

(1/2)^(0/2)
(from 2)
give both the speaker and faculty an increased
opportunity to benefit from the workshop.
	The in-service changes come as part
of a larger effort to emphasize the focus on
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PORK FEVER

(from 1)
Symptoms include fever, body ache, sore
throat, dry cough, and headache.
	Gilbert also stressed the collaborative
nature of preventing illness. “This is not just
a student thing. This is for all of us,” said
Gilbert.
	Parents play an important role as well.
SLUH has posted updates on the school
website under the ‘parents’ section urging
parents to keep potentially ill students home
until they are fever-free for 24 hours.
	Concrete steps the school is taking to
combat swine flu—in addition to increasing alertness—focus on the instillation of
additional alcohol-based hand sanitizer
dispensers. Two wall-mounted dispensers
are located in the cafeteria along with one

in the Currigan Room and one outside the
nurse’s office, and public bottles of sanitizer
are available at the switchboard and main
office.
In addition to these, SLUH plans to fix
11 more dispensers throughout the school—
two at the ends of each class hallway, one in
the Jesuit wing, one in the Danis Lobby, and
one in the lobby of the Danis Field House.
According to Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin, the exact arrival time and locations
of these units are not yet finalized, but they
are expected to be available soon.
“We’re just trying to add another step
and add another option for sanitizing,” said
Rankin, stressing that “hand-washing is still
the number one priority.”
“The more readily available they are,

Five Red Cars
(from 2)
provide the perfect balance.
“The math that was in there was really
good math, but also the book was one that
grabbed the attention of the students,” said
Academic Assistant Principal Tom Becvar
of the book.
Follow-up after the committee’s selection of the book also brought favorable
reports from teachers of other subjects, including history teacher Anne Marie Lodholz,
English teacher Stephen Missey, economics
teacher Lauren Block, and chemistry teacher
Kathleen Chott.
	Corley pointed to English teacher Steve
Missey’s contributions to the discussion in
planning how to handle the book as particularly helpful. “The fact that he has a child
with his own developmental disabilities …
made his insight on the book really, really
powerful,” said Corley.
	Evaluating students on the book took on
a refined form of last year’s group discussion
and test combination. However, according to
Becvar, tests this year were graded on a pass
or fail basis and will not factor into students’
math or computer grades as last years’ tests
factored into science grades, a system that he
described as “a good compromise” between
objective evaluation and maintaining low
academic pressure.
“I think less than one percent of the

guys did not pass the test,” said Corley of
the great school participation. He also noted
how in discussion groups, students related
very well to the material.
“Most people have said what a great book
it’s been,” said Corley. “It’s something that
people can relate to because it’s a teenage
kid … yet it gave a totally different slant on
viewing the world through the eyes of an
autistic narrator.”
“I thought it was well-written and
insightful,” said senior Ben Minden-Birkenmaier.
“It was nice to see an autistic point of
view and take life from that perspective,”
said sophomore Kevin Madden.
“I liked how it was about a kid my age,”
said sophomore Joe Munganast. “What might
not seem very hard for us can be hard for
him.”
“I like a story. (Last year’s school-wide
summer reading book) Longitude appeared
to be more just facts,” said sophomore Joe
Mimlitz.
“It’ll be a tough book to follow because
it was a pretty big success and kids liked it,”
said Corley. “Now the challenge every year
is going to be to find (a book) that draws
people in really well.”

the more frequently people use them,” said
Principal John Moran.
The school has no specific plans to close
school. However, if enough teachers are
absent to the point where the school cannot
function, school will be cancelled.
“We want students who are here, obviously, to be engaged in academics. We want
the building to be monitored and safe,” said
Moran. “There isn’t the concern that was
there last spring, that it’s irresponsible to stay
open because you’re spreading it. As long as
the people who are feeling flulike symptoms
are staying home, then the school ideally is
a healthy environment.”
“I guarantee if we do take these steps as
a community, we can get through this,” said
Gilbert. “If we don’t, we’re going to get hit
pretty hard.”

CHINA
(from 10)
for three more days visiting with their son.
	The visiting students noticed the sharp
lifestyle contrast between Western and Eastern cultures and the vast wealth of history in
China.
Junior Kevin Leuck in particular appreciated the 2,000-year history of Chinese
historical sites in comparison to America’s
younger landmarks. “It was really different
seeing the ancient history of another country,”
he said.
“It was culture shock, really,” said Raterman. “It was interesting being the minority
in a country and seeing how people live over
there.”

Corrections and
Amplifications

- Crocs are not an acceptable part of warmweather dress code, as was reported.
- Phil Azar had the game-tying assist in the lacrosse state championship team. Andrew Howe
had the game-winning assist.
- Brendan Langford and Jacob Ritz’s plane
did not crash outside Gaston, Ark. It crashed
when leaving Gaston’s White River Resort in
Lakeview, Ark.
- The Family Mass will take place this Sunday,
September 13. It was reported as being scheduled
for September 14.
- The National Honor Society meeting took
place yesterday. Last week’s calendar had it
scheduled for Wednesday.
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LEATHERHEAD
(from 5)

TD pass to keep the Colts ahead 16-7. The
Howboutyoubills tried to rebound by sending sophomore quarterback Trevor “T-Mac”
McDonagh out to lead the offense. The plan
backfired though, as McDonagh threw an
interception that was returned for a TD, and
making the Central lead 23-7.
	The next drive again resulted in a pick
for Central, this time off Riddering, and the
Colts capitalized with a field goal to stretch
their lead to 19 points.
	On SLUH’s last drive of the half, the
venom injected by the injury bug into SLUH’s
legs last week spread to SLUH’s right arm
this week, as Riddering suffered a broken
clavicle. SLUH failed to score before time
ran out, making the halftime score 26-7 in
Central’s favor.
When asked about the injuries, head
coach Gary Kornfeld said, “Injuries are a
part of the game, and you have to expect
them to happen. Lately it seems like we’ve
had more than our fair share, now that we’ve
lost (junior tackle) Charlie Brynac and
(linebacker) Kevin McAuliffe. But, we got
(senior Andrew) Mackin coming back this
week so it goes both ways.”
	On Central’s second possession of the
third quarter, it seemed as though things

TRANSVERSAL
(from 7)

Little Farm, an organic farm from northern
Missouri that brewed free trade organic coffee every morning, as one of their favorite
stops. Corley and Mills both enjoyed the
conversations and friendships they forged on
the ride. Corley said “It was the people you
meet that made it a wonderful week.”
	Mills echoed the sentiment, saying,
“Almost everybody you met was a really
nice person. Ninety-nine percent of people
had a great attitude.”
	At the same time, the two saw some
very intriguing, if not, crazy characters. One
woman allegedly ran the whole route. Several
people did the ride dressed up as Elvis.
	Corley found the last day to be the
most enjoyable, citing near perfect riding
conditions: “There was absolutely gorgeous
weather. It was a short ride, 43 miles, wind
to our backs, adrenaline pumping,” Corley

were beginning to go SLUH’s way. Ward, by
far Central’s biggest offensive weapon, was
momentarily injured, and on the very next
play junior defensive back Lan Sansone got
an interception and made a Dante Hall-esque
return all the way to Central’s 27. Despite
the prime field position, the IloveSTUCOcheersbills came away with only a field goal
as senior kicker Andrew Meyer booted in a
29-yarder, making the score Parkway 26,
SLUH 10.
	Under the direction of McDonagh in the
second half, the LeaveMichaelVickalonebills
did as well as could be expected, giving up
no turnovers, but rendering several sacks.
	Despite the losses of Lowry and Riddering, the offense and especially the running
game certainly had a bright spot as Fish
played remarkably going for 88 yards on 14
carries, or a better yards per carry average
than Ward.
“Offensively, we improved from last
week,” said Fish. “We started slow, but
finished well.”
In reference to the running game in
particular, Fish said, “It hurts to lose Griffin,
but Lan and I did a good job. We think we
can continue to get the job done.”
On the flip side, the defense seemed to
be locked in a one-on-eleven battle between
themselves and Ward. Until midway through
the fourth, Ward had gotten the better of
said.
	Both teachers also enjoyed the ceremonial dipping of the bikes in the Mississippi
River at the conclusion of the ride. Riders
lined up for twenty minutes, hoping to baptize
their machines in the murky water, symbolizing their trek from the Missouri River to the
Mighty Mississippi. Let the record state that
Mills cut in line, leaving Corley behind.
	As with any endurance activity, the
duo faced some setbacks. Mills crashed at
a bridge in Madison County, trying to avoid
an abrupt maneuver from a rider in front of
him. Mills then experienced several bicycle
mechanical failures, many of which he was
not aware of until several days later. Thankfully, Touring Cyclist’s mechanic fixed all
the problems.
	Both Corley and Mills came away from
the ride with very fond memories, eager to
mount their bicycles and ride off into the
Iowan sunset once again.

SLUH, continuously going for gains of at
least 5 yards. With the game all but over, the
Central offense rather nonchalantly marched
their way to a first and goal at SLUH’s 9 with
3 minutes to go.
	This was when the defense had their Michael “Squints” Palledorous moment, where
they just couldn’t take it anymore. Though
the game was over, the Protectthishousebills
were determined not to be bullied by Ward
any longer. On first down Central went with
the brute himself, but Ward was promptly
dropped for no gain by a swarm of SLUH’s
defenders. Ward tried two more times and
failed to pass the line of scrimmage.The
three plays resulted in a loss of four yards
for Central (and more importantly Ward),
and the Colts had to settle for a field goal.
“The defense played extremely well
against Central,” said Kornfeld.
	Unfortunately, the momentum the defense had created didn’t transfer over to the
offense, as the HailMarybills last-ditch effort
to get a quick score on some deep passes
failed as SLUH turned it over on downs.
The Colts took three knees and the game
was over: Parkway Central 29, Jr. Bills 10.
	Next game is at DeSmet, who has yet to
yield a point and has outscored its two opponents by a combined 76 points. However,
Kornfeld has never lost at DeSmet, not even
in 2005 when the Spartans won State.

FRESHMAN SPORTS

C Soccer
Record: 2-1
Last game: 2-1 win over Priory
Key player: GW goal Brendan Bement
Next game: Edwardsville 9/11

C XC
Next meet: Forest Park XC Festival (3k)
9/12
C Football
Record: 0-4
Last game: Loss vs. DeSmet 34-0
Key player: Alex Mackin, 190 all purpose
yds
Next game: At Webster 9/16
-Compiled by Patrick Mulligan, Eric Mueth,
Joe Merrill
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(from 5)

ted a foul, awarding senior Dominic Hewitt a
penalty shot. Hewitt scored the PKbills’ first
goal over the diving Cadet keeper.
“In the past we have always had trouble
scoring on penalty shots, but this time he
got some power behind the ball and made
an excellent shot over the goalie,” Martel
commented. The Blue Crew stormed into
the stands to celebrate with the fans with
cheers of “Ole!”
	Sophomore goalie Ryan Suddarth stood
on his head, stopping the occasional CBC
shot that was fired his way. With the defensive game-plan, the Brickwallbills would
intercept the passes, steal the ball from a
CBC forward, or make them shoot wide.

BUTTERFLY
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The Cadets had some scoring chances but
found no success.
Lightning struck twice Tuesday night, as
Hewitt scored his second goal of the game on
a shot from the top of the box. The goal in the
15th minute gave the Wewantahattrickbills
a 2-0 lead going into halftime.
“Dominic played a great game. He had
some force behind the ball and almost had
a hat trick,” said Martel.
	The Allornothingbills started with the
ball in the second half, and they picked up
right where they left off. They kept putting
pressure on the Cadet goalie and kept finding
the net.
With the second half not even four
minutes old, sophomore Paul Buehler netted
his first goal of the season off a pass from

Hoffman, giving the Sertabills a comfortable
3-0 lead.
	SLUH continued to control the pace of
the game, even after committing a number of
fouls, the harshest one coming from senior
Matt Reda, who received a yellow card.
The only other defining play in a SLUH
controlled game was Hoffman’s second goal
and third point of the week. The CBCyabills
defeated CBC 4-0, good for 8 points in the
tournament.
	SLUH played DeSmet last night and
will take on the Golden Griffins of Vianney
on Saturday at 5 pm.
“If we win the next games, then we
can look at winning the tourney. I’m really
looking forward to the Vianney game, but
we can’t overlook DeSmet,” Martel said.

spread people out at Marquette. Having these
tough meets at the beginning of the season
is always hard for us,” said Long.
	Senior Andrew Danter believes the
losses will help motivate the team going into
Marquette, saying, “Our guys will feel very
determined to step it up and really compete
against these teams we just faced.”
On Wednesday, the team found its first
win in a tri-meet against Cape Notre Dame
and Clayton. SLUH won with a score of 164,
beating Cape and Clayton, who had scores
of 128 and 42, respectively. Senior captain
Dan Schmidt qualified in his fourth event for
SLUH in the 200-yard freestyle (1.50.25), a
full three seconds under the state-qualifying
time of 1.53.39.
	A memorable moment of the meet was

freshman Blake Gibson’s second place finish
in the 500-yard freestyle. He was touched out
by the Cape Notre Dame swimmer in the lane
next to him by .01, but “came from behind
off of the turn to barely getting touched out,”
according to Long.
“It was very important to win this meet
today,” described Danter. “The win boosted
our morale a little bit and sends us into Marquette with high expectations. “
With their first win under their belt, the
Swimmerbills look forward to the important
meet, the Marquette Relays, on Friday and
Saturday. Prelims will take begin tonight
starting at 5:30 p.m. On Saturday, diving will
take place at 9 a.m., with swimming finals
taking place at 1:30 p.m. All races and diving
will be held at Marquette High School.

(from 6)

said Long. “The results of the exhibitions
demonstrate the talent we have coming up
is very strong. I know we can build off of
those strong swims and get better as the
season goes,” he continued.
Like the exhibition swimmers, the divers delivered strong results with a first-place
finish from sophomore Michael Barry and a
second-place finish from senior Colin McCabe, beating out the two Parkway South
divers.
“We won’t dwell on this loss,” said
Long. “We had some really good swims and
our relays are getting closer to qualifying.”
	After the loss, the team looks forward
to the Marquette Relays this weekend, a
defining point of the season.
“(The relays) let us know where we can

KOENIGS

SOCKS

(from 6)
nine also have a lot to be excited about. Junior Joe Meier hopes that the pack running
they displayed at McNair Park last Friday
will carry over to the Festival. “We got out
strong as a pack, and ran steady through
the race. Once the two mile hit, we started
racing, and it was a strong finish for all of
us,” said Meier.
	Assistant coach and inspirational
mentor Brian Gilmore believes the second
varsity team has some serious potential as a
contender at the Festival. “There’s going to

be a lot of high quality teams there. I think
anything in the top 10 might be a very proud
showing. But for this group, top 10 might
even be a little conservative.” After Friday’s
race at McNair Park, Gilmore referred to
the second varsity team’s performance as
“completely dominant. There was no doubt
of who was in control of that race.”
	The Jr. Bills will try to defend last year’s
Forest Park victory tomorrow at 11 a.m. at
Forest Park’s Central Fields.

(from 8)

Koenigs is teaching two junior English
classes this year. He said that he immensely
enjoys his classes and that his students are
gentlemen and scholars.
	One of his students, junior Will Moritz,
said, “He is a very active teacher. He really
gets into the class material.”
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Gearin
(from 4)
The annual confrontation between the Young
Conservative-Republicans and Young Democrats has come to be viewed as tradition,
as it seems to appear in similar form year
after year. While hardly serious, the political stereotypes shouted by these clubs are a
waste of time, as they will attract students
to the clubs for the wrong reasons.
Even isolated conflicts like this are significant, however, for it is in incidents like
these that students decide whether or not an

attitude of tolerance will continue to live on.
This year, the genuine spirit of community
overwhelmed any failures to be tolerant.
	As the Fair went on, I began to realize
that what makes SLUH’s community of clubs
unique was not the rules that make them
possible or even the generous funding from
the school. It was the people—students and
faculty—that gave them the life, definition,
and meaning that make the organizations
worthwhile. While this might be rather obvious, too often it seems that people see the

activity of the club as what gives it value.
	The administration cannot enforce tolerance of other opinions and ideas with rules
and initiatives—only we students can, with
our leadership. When a club’s members have
spirit for their organization, respect for other
clubs, and a willingness to be just a part of the
life of the school instead of trying to dominate
its attention, SLUH really can claim to be
different from other high schools. And right
now, I believe this claim is happening.

(from 4)
	SLUH constantly reiterates its spirit
of brotherhood, a spirit on display through
the trial of the summer’s disturbing events.
Last year, I did not act on this principle, but
from the stereotypical sophomore attitude
of disdaining freshmen. Now I know that
everyone has a story to tell, and I wish that I

had bothered to listen to Brendan’s. Though
sheer numbers prevent us from knowing
every one of our SLUH brothers, with a
concerted effort we draw closer to loving,
not just ten or fifty or 250 brothers, but the
whole SLUH community.
	Too often we limit our strongest acts of
brotherhood to those we know or the most

intense moments: the death of Chris Zandstra, the all-school Running of the Bills, the
Challenge Cup Championship, the deaths of
Brendan and Jake. If we exercised SLUH’s
tremendous spirit in every minute we spent
in the Backer Memorial, then we would
know brotherhood, not as an ideal, but as a
concrete reality.

LUMETTA

SOUTHERN IRELAND
(from 11)
and-breakfast.
	George said that he thought every group
has made the trip special in different ways
over the years. George said, “On the first
trip, Jack Lally broke the SLUH record for
climbing Croagh Patrick—36 minutes. The
previous record had been 50 minutes. He
blistered it.”
Lally said that his favorite part was
Skellig Michael: “It was really neat because
it had a lot of natural beauty to it and a lot of
historical beauty to it,” he said. “Once you
got to the top it was beautiful because you
see miles out into the Atlantic Ocean, and
you could look back on the other side and
see the southwest coast of Ireland, which is
beautiful because it’s that rocky cliff kind of
mountain (rising from the sea).”
	Cowlen said his favorite part was County
Kerry, especially since he had been there the
summer before with his family. There the
group saw a Gaelic football match, which
he really enjoyed. He also loved Croagh
Patrick.
	Casey really liked the town of Dingle
because it was a neat town where they were
able to experience the town and Ireland

intimately.
“We had a lot of good educational experiences,” said Lally. “In Northern Ireland, they
have murals depicting a lot of the struggles
that happened regarding Bloody Sunday,
which is when British soldiers opened fire
on a peaceful protest.”
Lally said, “It’s one thing to read about
(these things) in a book. Then it’s a whole
other thing to see it and experience it.” Casey
and graduated senior Chris Cowlen agreed
with Lally.
	Quinn said the thing that he learned from
the most was the Yeats exhibit in Dublin. “It
was great to see some of the artifacts from
his life, some of the drafts ( of poems) that
I have loved for a long time,” said Quinn.
	According to Lally, George, Quinn,
Cowlen and Casey, the group was great.
Lally said, “The group was awesome,
just top to bottom solid guys. Everybody
got along really well and everyone was really cooperative. We all just had lot of fun
together.”
	Cowlen said, “It was weird to be on
a trip with two teachers one of which, Mr.
Quinn, I had not even met before the trip.

By the end of the trip, I really enjoyed Mr.
Quinn being there.”
He said about the group in general, “I
felt before the trip that the group was really
awesome, and I was really excited to go, and,
by the end of the trip, even the guys who I
was not really good friends with I had a great
time with.”
“My favorite part of the trip,” said Casey,
“was getting to know the other guys on the
trip because I knew them but I wasn’t really
good friends with any of them.”
He said of George, “The trip wouldn’t
be half of what it was if he weren’t the
leader.”
	Casey said, “The Ireland trip is really
cool because you’re just in Ireland. You really immerse yourself in its culture.”

Soccer Nightbeat

The St. Louis U. High soccer team defeated the DeSmet Spartans 5-2 last night,
giving the Jr. Bills their second win of the
CBC Tournament. Goals came from senior
Pat Macauley (2), junior Brian Bement
(2), and junior Richie Hoffman.
The Jr. Bills play against the Vianney
Golden Griffins Saturday.
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(from 11)
a train for the second time. This time they
were joined by an entire brigade of the French
military, and due to random seating, some
of the group sat by the soldiers. No jokes
about the French military were mentioned
at the time, most likely due to the fact that
each soldier carried his weapon along with
him.
	After visiting Nice and Cannes, known
among the group for its fancy hotel which
included a rooftop breakfast room and views
of the city and ocean, the group continued
from France.
	Their next stop, Monaco, was set upon
the coast, with towering skyscrapers and
hundreds of expensive yachts along the water.

CUMMINGS

The city left a strong impression.
“It reeked of money,” said Verzino.
	Entering Italy, the group visited Pisa,
Florence, and Rome. Like all tourist hot
spots, the cities were crowded with street
vendors, but by this time, the seniors had
become experts at haggling, a skill sure to
be useful to them if they ever again need to
purchase fake Rolexes off of a street corner
as senior Eric Lewis did in Italy. Florence
was home to the “nicest people ever” said
Verzino, and the nightclub called “Space
Electronica” which some seniors visited.
	The group next traveled to Rome where
they viewed ruins and tasted gelato as they
strolled about. SLUH seniors Andrew Evens,
Adam Voss, Charlie Stoltze, and Marcus
Wright set about solving the mystery of the Da

(from 3)
involvement (in the 50’s as a student, in the 60’s as a teacher of
comparative religion, in the mid-70’s and 80’s as president, and in
the early 2000’s as superior and teacher of junior theology) they
both felt that I would be a unique resource for five decades of gifted
SLUH students, parents, alums and faculty.
	The surprising homecoming has been warm and wonderful,
and we have already formed several alumni “Faith and Fellowship”
conferences and conversations, several Manresa groups, planned
various Days of Recollection, and pledged a priority presence (as
often as possible) at key student retreats. My Triple Goal is to be
ATTENTIVE, AVAILABLE, AND AFFIRMATIVE to all who
would enjoy a heightened sense of Jesuit Spirituality so that together
we can be MORE and do MORE for the greater Glory of God.
I’m delighted to be back home with all of you.
Fr. Tom Cummings, S.J.
Chaplain at SLUH

TAILG8
(from 10)
and the opening basketball game at the Danis Field House, but they
hope to be able to tailgate at playoff and state final games as well.
	Penilla said, “Tailgating is normally associated with beer and
grilling; we want to give the opposite message and provide a safe
environment to get students together.”
	Goeddel said that the group has zero tolerance for drinking, and
will tell people to leave if they do. Their main message involves fun
and brotherhood without alcohol.
	As for the group itself, Eisele said it was a dream come true to
see all the pieces put in place for the club to become a reality.
“We’ll see where (the club) goes; so far it’s off to a good start,”
Penilla said.
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Vinci Code for themselves, visiting several
of the sights from the movie and book during
their free time. Finally, the group visited the
Vatican, which required them to wear long
pants on one of the hottest days of the trip,
and Pompeii, which exceeded the group’s
expectations.
The group finally returned home, with
countless soccer jerseys, shirts, and other
souvenirs. With good memories and stories
to share with friends and family, they arrived
back in St. Louis.
“Next year’s group will get even more
than we did,” commented Powell. “It was
the kind of trip you don’t want to take by
yourself. Advice to others: go.”
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by Patrick O’Leary

Friday, September 11
Schedule M (Formal Attire)
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Picture Day (Formal Attire)
STUCO HR Rep Voting
FB @ DeSmet 7pm
SWIM @ Marquette Relays
C SOC @ Edwardsville 4:30pm
Mother’s Club Party 10am
Class of ’49 Reunion 5pm
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Chicken Strip and Bacon
Healthy—Country Fried Steak

Red-Haired Menelaus
Calendar

	Carnegie Mellon University 2:15pm
SOC @ Ft. Zumwalt South 6pm
JV FB @ DeSmet 6pm
JV SOC @ Ft. Zumwalt South 4pm
C SOC @ Chaminade 4:15pm
AP Snack—Chicken Fries
Lunch: Special—Crab Rangoon/Egg Rolls
Healthy—Lasagna Roll-up with
Sauce

Sunday, September 13
Family Mass 9am
KEEN 12:30pm

Tuesday, September 15
Schedule R
College Rep Visits:
	DePaul University-M104
	Duke University-M106
	University of Evansville-M108
Kalamazoo College-M110
C SOC vs. CBC 4:30pm
Alumni Mothers
Class of ’44 Reunion 11am
AP Snack—Mozzarella Sticks
Lunch: Special—Stuffed Crust Pizza
Healthy—Chicken and Dumplings

Monday, September 14
Schedule R
Homeroom Rep Meeting AP
College Rep Visits:
	McKendree University-M104
	Princeton University-M106
	Southeast Missouri State University		M108
Wabash College-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
Elon University 11am

Wednesday, September 16
Schedule R
Fr. English Tutorial AP
College Rep Visits:
	Avila University-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
	Oberlin College 8:30am
	Vanderbilt University 10:30am
	College of the Holy Cross 12:45pm
	Yale University 1:30pm
C FB @ Webster Groves 4:15pm

SCOTT

CALIBER

Saturday, September 12
ACT @ SLUH Library 8am
SOC @ CBC Tourney vs. Vianney
XC @ Forest Park XC Festival 9am
SWIM @ Marquette Relays

(from 8)
is) quite cool actually, one of my old math
teachers, is right in this room behind us,”
motioning back to make his point.
	Scott’s goals this year at SLUH are very
modest ones. He hopes to be able to call every
kid by name, and get involved in things such
as community service programs, the circus
club, and possibly the rock climbing club.
Grateful to have an extra year at SLUH, he
plans to take full advantage of the opportunity.

(from 7)
“We want to go undefeated this year,
and send many of us to Colorado Springs
for Junior Olympics,” Hermsmeier said.
“Our major goal, however, is to get first at
Nationals.”
	Barber feels that the team chemistry
has improved greatly and that the team has
learned from mistakes at the National Meet.
“We have a high chance of winning (nationals). If we practice hard and organize well,
there’s no reason we can’t win,” he said.
	The team has high hopes for the future.
A bulk of this year’s varsity is graduating,
and the team wants the successes at local
and national meets to continue.

Sept. 11 - Sept.18
AP Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch: Special—Toasted Ravioli
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Thursday, September 17
Schedule R
Fine Arts Field Trip 8:55am
STUCO Forum AP
College Rep Visits:
	Dominican University-M108
Loras College-M110
Sign up in Naviance to Attend:
DePauw University 12:45pm
SOC vs. Francis Howell North 6pm
XC @ Parkway Central Invitational 4pm
JV SOC vs. DeSmet 4:15pm
B SOC vs. Francis Howell North 4pm
AP Snack—Cookies
Lunch: Special—George’s Chicken Combo
Healthy—Homemade Beef Stew
Friday, September 18
Schedule R
CSP Food Drive
Soph. Class Mass and Reception
College Rep Visits:
	Colorado State University-M106
	Cornell College-M108
	Southern Methodist University-M110
FB vs. Vashon 7pm
Class of ’84 Reunion 5pm
AP Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Turkey Burger on Wheat
	Bun

“We need a lot of freshmen this year.
Most of the team is graduating,” said Jones,
hoping to attract many freshmen with their
high-tech rifles. “Rifle is a great, no-cut sport.
You don’t need any experience, and we want
to teach the new guys how to shoot.”
The rifle range opens at the end of
September on Tuesdays and Thursday after
school, located below the switchboard.
“There’s going to be a lot of energy this
year,” Hermsmeier concluded.

